
New accessories for drawers
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The internal dividers h 60 mm, available in different sizes combinable,
serve to store cutlery and kitchen utensils.

Accessories for drawers

The tray in oak smoked with black linoleum bottom, is the basic element  
of the accessories for drawers (page 15), available in all sizes of drawers.
Can be divided and organized in several functional solutions.



2The cutlery dividers can be combined with black steel roll holder and cutter tray  
in solid wood.

The Utility storage made   of steel, with wooden lid, combine with glass  
and black steel spice rack containers with cylindrical shape.

Accessories for drawers
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Accessories for drawers

The prestigious container covered with cloth, for “special cutlery”, with wooden 
lid. The chopping board is solid wood and multi-purpose boxes are made  
of black steel.

The roll holder, black powder-coated steel, are perfect for films for food, kitchen 
and aluminum roll. The black steel spice rack have a manual grinder.
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Accessories for drawers

The price book divides accessories for external drawers and inner drawers 
External drawers allow for more storage space. The internal drawers  
for use with hinged doors, provide allow for more storage space.

The solid wood knife holder fits perfectly with the cutting board and  
bread/slicer tray with drip-crumbs, practical and functional functional,  
they are easily repositionable on the worktop.
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Accessories for pan drawers

The black linoleum, is practical and simple. Solid wood, properly worked  
with rubber strips, is a solution refined and exclusive.

The bottom of the pan drawer can be covered with two types  
of bottom, both antislip (pp. 20/21).
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Accessories for pan drawers

The plateholders, wooden and black steel, are made with adjustable diameters,  
for stacking with ease every type of pot. the plateholders can be removed  
to be stored easily.

The black steel and wood boxes, comfortable and durable are perfect
to hold everything in perfect order.
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Accessories for pan drawers

The plate rack in solid wood contains in perfect order the most precious dishes.

Accessories for pan drawers. Resting on the linings, a terracotta container
breadbox, is realized with a wooden anti-humidity grid.


